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wHY ARE wE SEEINg So mANY 
PARTNERSHIPS?

 AL: Payment by its very nature 
is a partnership industry. The 
only reason you can get off a 
plane anywhere in the world and 
use the same bank card and same 
pin to access your cash is because 
of partnerships. LINK in the 
UK consolidates all the ATMs in 
the country, connects into Visa 
or MasterCard or Swift to go 
overseas, then connects to Atos 
Origin in France, which connects 
into Société Générale for you to 
be able to take money out of their 

ATM. But it is not an industry 
which is high-profile. What has 
changed is the introduction of 
mobile devices which is big news 
in its own right, so the partner-
ships are high-profile. That is the 
only difference.

 JLB: We need collaboration 
to create the ecosystems to sup-
port very large-scale use with 
a ubiquitous experience. If you 
take, for example, NFC [near field 
communication] payments for 
transport. Until you are able to 
travel the whole country or maybe 
the whole Continent – in an NFC 

context where you buy your ticket 
in an NFC environment and use 
it in an NFC environment – until 
you have that, the consumer expe-
rience is going to be fragmented. 
Consumers are ready to use the 
technology. The challenge to a 
variety of industries is to get the 
ecosystems in place. What we 
need is for a bunch of players in a 
vertical industry to get together 
and declare they are going to 
work together to adopt contact-
less payments. First Group are 
doing so, but we need Stagecoach 
and a variety of other players to 
do so too. 
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